From Mizzou:

Tell your research story

Facility statements for access facility compliance with federal regulations.

External opportunity:

Mu researchers are reminded to review their current and pending support, also known as other support, to ensure compliance with federal regulations.

Resources and reminders

Check other support on our website.

Professional development

Fostering inquiry and creativity

Entrepreneur Quest program, which offers $30,000 in industry and foundation grants and awards in August.

Students from seven colleges and schools pitched their research.

Ragtag Cinema – Watch “The Warriors”

Investigating extraordinary love

Professor Kris Kelly is leading one of the first trials there.

Linda Helmick, assistant professor of art education, created a series of 12 paintings inspired by Friedl Dicker-Brandeis, an Austrian artist murdered in a Nazi extermination camp.

Learning to Live with Inflammation

Charman Crespy leveraged their grants.

More accolades

Twelve Mizzou faculty have been named Curators’ Faculty earn prestigious rank

More research news

A groundbreaking ceremony was held Oct. 2 for a new $20 million addition to the MU Research Reactor North Building.

Fostering inquiry and creativity

MU expands space for Research Reactor

More accolades

More accolades

Innovations at MU

A groundbreaking ceremony was held Oct. 2 for a new $20 million addition to the MU Research Reactor North Building.

Fostering inquiry and creativity

Research Development

Fostering inquiry and creativity

New National Science Foundation (NSF) Requirement: Introduction to SciENcv

Learn about the NSF Major Research Instrumentation Program

Learn about grant supplement programs available through the NIH.

Learn about the NSF Success Strategies workshop.

Learn about the workshops webpage

We are rescheduling the Oct. 31 “NSF Success Strategies,” workshop.

Register for the "NSF Success Strategies," workshop.

The Legalities of How to Use Them to Increase Your Cybersecurity Solution

Your cybersecurity solution
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